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Abstract. The CERN IT Department is responsible for ensuring the integrity
and security of data stored in the IT Storage Services. General storage backends
such as EOS, CERNBox and CephFS are used to store data for a wide range of
use cases for all stakeholders at CERN, including experiment project spaces and
user home directories.
In recent years a backup system, cback, was developed based on the open source
backup program restic. cback is currently used to backup about 2.5 billion files
and 18PB stored on disks in the CERN Computing Center.
To significantly increase the reliability and security of the backups and reduce
the storage costs, by limiting the amount of data on disk, we have added a tape
storage backend to cback.
With this addition cback can reliably be extended to new use cases, like backing
up any local mountable file system, such as EOS, CephFS, NFS or DFS.
In this paper we will describe the architecture and implementation of cback
with the new tape storage backend and a number of developments planned for
the near future.

1 Introduction

At CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, where massive volumes of criti-
cal data are generated, the storage group assumes the responsibility of ensuring the secure and
dependable storage of the physics data. This responsibility includes managing and providing
services for different storage solutions, including CERNBox [1], Ceph, EOS [2], DFS, AFS,
CVMFS and CTA (CERN Tape Archive) [3], each tailored to meet different specific demands
of the CERN community. In this context, the cback system has been developed, to provide
a reliable backup service for some of these critical services. cback is a backup orchestrator
that internally uses restic [4], an advanced, open source, backup program supporting snap-
shots, deduplication, encryption, compression, snapshot pruning and many different storage
backends. Currently deployed for backing up data to S3, served by Ceph, stored in another
geographical location at CERN, cback can backup any local mountable file system, like EOS,
CephFS, NFS, among others.
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While the current backup system stores efficiently data on hard disks, an important miss-
ing component was a connection to a cold storage facility. As CERN continues to generate
vast quantities of scientific data, the demand for storage capacity is increasing. Therefore, the
cost of maintaining a large-scale, high-performance disk storage infrastructure for archiving
infrequently accessed data becomes prohibitively high over time.

Furthermore, data resilience in case of catastrophic events, like natural disasters, human-
made incidents or ransomware attacks, is of paramount concern for CERN. Hard disks are
susceptible to various forms of corruptions, making them less reliable as a disaster recovery
solution [5, 6].

To comprehensively address these challenges, the introduction of a cold storage layer be-
comes imperative. Cold storage offers several key advantages in mitigating the limitations
of a disk only system. Notably, as tape is still quite a bit cheaper than disk, it provides an
economical solution for storing large volumes of data that are accessed infrequently, thus
significantly reducing operational costs. Moreover, the inherent durability of tape technol-
ogy makes it an ideal choice for safeguarding data against corruption and ensuring a robust
disaster recovery mechanism.

At CERN, cold storage is provided by a large robotized tape library facility controlled by
the CERN developed CTA service. In the following sections, we describe the architectural
details of cback and its integration with CTA.

2 The cback system architecture

2.1 restic – the backup engine

restic [4] is a powerful and open-source backup software designed to provide efficient, se-
cure and flexible data protection. restic features a command-line interface (CLI) that offers
users full control over backup and restore operations. It combines features like incremental
backups, efficient data de-duplication, robust encryption. Its main characteristics lies in its
approach to data de-duplication thanks to content-defining chunking [7]. Unlike conventional
backup systems that rely on fixed block sizes, restic dynamically divides data into variable-
sized chunks based on its actual content. These chunks are accompanied by cryptographic
fingerprints, enabling restic to identify and store identical data chunks only once, reducing
redundancy and optimizing storage efficiency.

restic employs a snapshot-based approach for backup management. It organizes backups
into repositories, with each repository containing a series of snapshots representing different
points in time. The layout of a restic repository is shown in the figure 1. In particular, notice
the data directory, housing packs containing file content in the form of chunks, referred as
data pack, and tree objects, referenced by the snapshots, containing the structure of the
backed up resources.

A retention policy allows users to define how long snapshots should be retained, ensuring
older snapshots are automatically pruned based on their defined criteria.

2.2 cback – the orchestrator

cback [8] is a highly scalable system developed at CERN designed to streamline the entire
data backup and restore lifecycle, encompassing tasks such as backup, restore, verification
and retention policy management. At its core cback leverages restic for managing the backup
and restore processes. The system operates through stateless agents (see figure 2), each ded-
icated to specific functions: backup, restore, prune, verify and sync. Coordination among
these agents is orchestrated via a central database containing job definitions.



Figure 1. The restic repository layout.

Figure 2. The CBACK Architecture.

Unlike traditional backup systems, cback operates as an always-running backup solution.
Its agents continuously look for new tasks within configured intervals, ensuring a distributed
backup workload over time.

The main component of cback is the backup agent, which is responsible of executing the
backup jobs. The restore jobs are handled by the restore agent. The prune agent performs
pruning and purging based on a configured retention policy. The verify agent is responsible
for performing the backup verification jobs, consisting on integrity checks on the data stored
in the restic repository. Additionally, the sync agent is responsible of ensuring synchroniza-
tion between two or more restic repositories, particularly when they are stored in distinct
geographical locations.

Thanks to restic, cback supports various backends and can seamlessly backup data from
any local mountable storage. At CERN, for example, it efficiently handles data from diverse
sources such as CERNBox, EOS, CephFS and CVMFS, backing up this data to S3, stored in
Ceph.

In cback, jobs are organized into groups. Groups serve as a powerful mechanism for
accommodating the inherent diversity among various storage solutions, each with its unique



characteristics and retention policies dictated by service data retention requirements. Each
group can be uniquely configured, enabling distinct sets of S3 credentials, restic secrets to be
applied. Furthermore, scheduling flexibility withing each group ensures backups are tailored
to individual needs. This versatility empowers a single cback service, with various agents in
a cluster, to effectively backup different storage services, each with its distinct characteristics
and retention policies.

3 Tape storage support for cback

3.1 Tape advantages

Although hard disk-based backups have been instrumental in safeguarding essential data,
they are insufficient in addressing the diverse and evolving needs of a large scale data in-
tensive organization like CERN. While hard disks excel in terms of speed and accessibility,
they may not offer the most cost-effective and resilient solution for the retention of exten-
sive data. Moreover, they can be vulnerable to various risks, such as hardware failure, data
corruption, or unforeseen calamities, like, human errors or natural disasters, that could com-
promise data integrity. Tape-based storage solutions, such as CERN’s CTA service, provide a
reliable and cost-effective means of preserving large quantities of data over extended periods
of time. Tapes have been proven to be resilient to data corruption and physical damage [9–
11], positioning them as the preferred choice for disaster recovery scenarios and long-term
archival. Furthermore, tapes cost significantly less per terabyte compared to traditional hard
disk solutions.

3.2 Challenges and limitations

This section outlines two straightforward solutions for integrating cold storage into the cback
system. However, it is important to recognize certain limitations of each approach. In the
first approach, restic packs are directly archived onto tape with the default pack size adjusted
to 16MB. While this method may appear simpler on the surface, it introduces complexities
related to how files are positioned on tape. As restic packs are added incrementally over time,
this process could result in pack fragmentation within the tape storage system. Packs may
become distributed across multiple tape mounts, leading to an increased seek time during
data retrieval, and impacting the efficiency and speed of the restore process.

Alternatively, the process can be broken down into distinct stages: 1) snapshot extraction,
where according to a predefined policy, selected snapshots are extracted from the original
restic repository into a new repository. This newly created repository serves as a container for
preparing the data for archival. 2) repository compression, where the entire repository folder
is compressed in a single archive. 3) segmentation of the compressed archive, where the
repository is divided in smaller segments based on a predefined maximum file size threshold.
4) archival to tape, where the segments are send to the tape system. cback concludes the
process by marking the snapshots as stored in cold storage and purging the corresponding data
from the hard disks. However, some risks are associated with this approach. For instance, in
the event of segment corruption, the loss will extend to the entire repository and all the data
contained within it. Additionally, archives may necessitate periodic updates and maintenance
to ensure continued compatibility with restic. Furthermore, since each snapshot is treated
as a distinct entity, the storage gains achieved through repository-wide de-duplication are
diminished. This could result in increased storage requirements over time on the tape system.



3.3 An efficient archival method

As discussed in the previous section, it becomes clear that 1) the native format of the restic
repositories is not suitable for a tape system, and 2) there should be some mechanism of
de-duplication to optimize storage utilization.

To address these challenges, we introduce an archival method within the cback frame-
work. This method is controlled by a specialized component known as the archiver agent.
It works in accordance with the directives of the archive policy engine (see the section 4 for
detailed information), configured for each group. The policy engine selects the snapshots
to be archived. A snapshot can be selected for a full or partial archive. A full archive will
contain all the resources in the snapshot. A partial archive focuses only on the differences
between the selected snapshot and its preceding counterpart. It is important to notice that in
partial archives, resources can be added, deleted or updated (metadata and/or data). All other
operations, like a move or copy on the original source, can be converted into a series of these
fundamental operations. Notice also that a full archive can be seen as a partial with a (virtual)
empty previous snapshot and only with added resources. The archiver agent considers the re-
sources contained in the selected snapshots, which are easily accessible thanks to the restic
mount command. In case of a partial snapshot, the resources to consider are obtained using
the restic diff command (see figure 3).

Figure 3. An example of the restic diff command.

The archiver agent assembles a set of zip archives containing each some of the re-
sources from the snapshots. Deleted files are appropriately flagged within the archive.
These archives are created in order to adhere to specific size criteria, exceeding a mini-
mum threshold while remaining below a defined maximum threshold. Once the archive
is ready, it is dispatched to the tape system. Notably, due to potential minimal differ-
ences between snapshots, an archive can contain resources from different restic reposi-
tories, belonging to the same group. Each resource within the archive retains its full
path. Archives stored on tape are named based on a specific convention. For each
backup and snapshot included in the archive, a string is constructed by concatenat-
ing <backup-name>@<snapshot-from-timestamp>!<snapshot-to-timestamp> to-
kens, separated by underscores. These archive locations are then recorded within the cback
database, accompanied by their corresponding snapshot and backup identifiers.



We decided on storing on tape zip archives, a very well described and simple archive
format including a simple file index, instead of the more complex data chunked restic repos-
itories. Zip archives allow for quick single file or directory recovery without having to worry
about an appropriate version of restic being available in the medium or far future.

This method solves the problem that we found in the previous section: 1) unmodified data
are not stored again, optimizing storage efficiency on tapes, 2) archives are self-contained,
meaning that in case of archive corruption, only the files within the affected archive are im-
pacted, and 3) the fragmentation of resources on tape is limited.

This approach introduces the potential for asynchronous restore, contingent on the avail-
ability of archives for processing and subsequent discarding once retrieval is complete. An-
other advantage emerges in case of disaster recovery: if the cback database is lost, it can be
easily reconstructed by examining the tape system namespace.

3.4 Separating metadata from a restic repository

Currently restic employs a unified repository structure containing both data and metadata,
stored on a fast and accessible storage medium, typically hard disks or solid-state disks.
In our work, we have extended restic’s capabilities to support the creation of repositories
containing only metadata, referred as metadata-only repositories. Metadata includes file and
directory attributes, the index of the chunks, snapshot attributes and everything that is not data
pack file. This separation of metadata from data allows for the creation of a distinct repository
dedicated solely to metadata, while the actual data content remains in a conventional restic
repository, referred to as full-repository. This ensures that vital information such as chunk
references, snapshot organization, file browsing and lookup, remains accessible.

To facilitate this metadata-only repository setup, the restic backup command introduces
an option named ——repo—hot, for the metadata-only repository. Users can specify this option
along with the location of the full-repository. During the backup process, when this option
is specified, restic refrains from reading any data from the full repository while preserving
duplication capabilities, thanks to the metadata-only repository.

The initial implementation resides within a fork of restic, inspired by a work already
started by the restic community [12]. However, we are exploring the possibility to extrapolate
this logic thanks to the restic REST APIs [13].

4 Archive Policy Engine

The decision when to move data from disk storage, to tape storage is taken by the archive pol-
icy engine. The archive policy engine determines at what rate full and incremental archives
will be sent to the tape system. It also controls the data retention policy of the archives
stored on the tape system. An example of such a policy is: monthly full and weekly incre-
mental backups with a retention period of two years. Depending on the number and size of
the archives these rates can be tuned to not overload the tape system. In the future, more
complex rules based on percentages of changed files, snapshot sizes and other criteria can be
implemented.

5 Conclusions

In recent developments, we have successfully integrated a cold storage backend into cback,
leveraging the CERN-developed CTA tape system. To efficiently manage the transition of
backups to tape storage, we’ve introduced a dedicated policy engine that governs the timing



and frequency of these migrations. This integration elevates cback to a robust and compre-
hensive backup solution, characterized by its virtually limitless storage capacity. Notably, the
tape backend enhances data security by fortifying defenses against ransomware attacks and
providing resilience in the face of natural disasters.

Future work for cback includes enhancing user accessibility by introducing a graphical
user interface (GUI) (see figure 4) to enable end-users to initiate file restores and perform
backups directly within the cback system. This user-friendly interface will expand the usabil-
ity of cback beyond operators and streamline data management for all end users.

Figure 4. A cback GUI prototype.

Additionally, further improvements to cback will address the current data duplication
challenge associated with snapshots stored on disks and tapes. To optimize data storage
efficiency, we will explore a hybrid approach where partial snapshots remain on hard disks,
while full snapshots are migrated to tape storage. This approach will minimize redundancy.
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